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Abstract
The motion of animated character requires not only the realistic motion data derived from motion
capture system but also the various types of non-realistic expressions that leads audience emotion. Ap-
plying emotion-oriented motion date that was described by the adjunct or adjective to a content direc-
tion is very important. In traditional method using existing applications, the animator must have re-
created the whole motion data again in the case of changing the expression. This paper proposes the
new method to create emotion-oriented-animation automatically by transform and editing the motion
parameters in the motion data. At the beginning, basic arm movement in ballet were considered for the
researching the relationship between emotional information and its behavior.  In this paper, the analy-
sis about complicated emotion to each primitive emotion is discussed in order to evaluate their corre-
spondence. An experimental animation illustrates the correspondence with a factor of emotion.
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